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The candidates shall limit their answers precisely within the 
answer-book (40 pages) issued to them and no supplementary/ 
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Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting one question from 

each unit. All questions carry equal marks.
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UNIT-I 
(wf-l)

1. What do you mean by the term organization? How does 

organizational behaviour fits in a small scale travel company? 

Explain.

TPTcH $ 3TTW W f? U'ldHIrH*

OR

(3FW)

What are the various models of individual behaviour? Explain 

all in detail.

3-41*1* wr 3 t? *r

UNIT-II 
(wf-II)

2. What do you mean by the term attitude? What do you 

understand by the term Conative, Cognitive and effective 

attitude?
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3jf^fxT $ 3HW W 3rfMSFT t? WHRW

W 7^ft 3lfa^fxT $ 3JFJ W t?

OR

(3/W)

Write short notes on the following :

(a) Instinct Theory of Motivation.

(b) Drive Theory.

(c) Expectancy Theory.

PdHPrlfeld TR Wft fafefR :

(^T) UT W5f WiFi I

(73) fTOHT I

(7T) TR^TTW faSHT I

UNIT-in
(wf-ni)

3. Explain B.E Skinner theory of instrumental conditioning.

=FT dubi ehlP>|i< I

OR

(3?W)
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What is the role of the task specialist and the social specialist 

in Interaction Process Analysis? Explain in detail.

w f? i

UNIT-IV
(iM-iv)

4. What do you mean by TQM? What is the relevance of TQM 

in the service industry specifically in the tourism industry? 

Explain.

$ 3HW W t? TSit’T W fSRhf

3 3 ■gft W MRifilchdl t?

OR

(37W)

How do groups govern social influence and social power in

the organizational context? Explain.

3 farH WR -HIHlfa* TTHH W

WTlfW ■?rf^T t?
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UNIT-V
(wf-v)

5. Explain transactional model of communication. Diagram is 

compulsory.

iT-Sct ^FT I •Mil’ll 31flo|l4

OR

(3/w)

What is a difference between verbal and non-verbal 

communication? What are the good features of good reporting 

system in an organization?

W 3Hlfw W 3RR t?

3 WT TRrat faflqdlH ^T-^T f ?
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